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Abstract 
Concerning on the need of Multi-frequency Time Division Multiple Access (MF-TDMA) signal monitoring system, 
this paper investigates the relevant receiver architecture: the innate defect of the traditional sweep receiver is 
expounded, and after that we introduce the channelized receiver based on polyphase filter which is suitable for 
demultiplexing uniform-band signals as MF-TDMA. Simulation and experimental results show that the proposed 
receiver structure is less computational intensive, easier to implement, and hence more efficient for the monitoring 
system. 
© 2011 Published by Elsevier Ltd. Selection and/or peer-review under responsibility of Harbin University 
of Science and Technology 
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1. Introduction 
MF-TDMA is a two-dimensional multiple access scheme which combines frequency division with 
time division. Because of its efficiency and flexibility, MF-TDMA scheme has been widely used in 
VSAT satellite communication systems. MF-TDMA transmission link is composed of several carrier 
channels, each one of which can be divided into a number of time slots. Such design can ensure the 
adaptability and improve the utilization of the satellite radio resources in condition of multi-user and 
multi-service accesses [1]. Although the satellite network employing MF-TDMA scheme is efficient, the 
implementation techniques are complex: rainfall, solar outage, or even improper operations on Very 
Small Aperture Terminal (VSAT) stations will impact the quality of communication. Consequently, it is 
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necessary to establish a monitoring system in the network so as to find out anomalies and make 
adjustment in time. 
In general, VSAT network is power limited, rather than frequency limited system, in which 
modulation scheme that has the highest power efficiency should be adopted. Therefore, coherent QPSK 
or BPSK is selected in most cases. We assume that the transmitted MF-TDMA signals are corrupted by 
Additive White Gaussian Noise (AWGN) [2]. Hence, the received signals at the front end of the 
monitoring receiver can be expressed as: 
( ) ( ) ( )( )( ) ( )
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k k k k
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in which N is the total number of the transmitted channels; ( )kA t  is the amplitude of the kth channel; kf
is the carrier frequency; kθ  is the carrier phase deviation; ( )k tϕ  is the modulated symbol phase; ( )n t  is 
the additive white Gaussian noise; and the subscript k represents the ordinal number of the multiple 
carriers. Fig. 1 illustrates the time-frequency two-dimensional expansion of this MF-TDMA signal. 
Fig. 1. Time-frequency allocation of MF-TDMA signal 
For MF-TDMA signal monitoring system, the top priority is to demultiplex the channels at different 
carrier frequency. Thereafter, timing information of valid slots is obtained to find out illegal bursts. 
Measurement indices (such as slot power, frequency offset, signal-to-noise ratio, etc.) of each slot are also 
calculated. If there is any anomalous value, the monitoring system should give an alarm timely. In this 
paper, we focus on the receive methods for such MF-TDMA signal and the corresponding receiver 
architecture.
2. Model of traditional receiver 
2.1. Single Sweep Receiver 
As shown in Fig. 2, the broadband heterodyne structure is commonly selected for monitoring receivers. 
The receiver firstly quantitates MF-TDMA signal by using low-pass or band-pass sampling. Frequency of 
the local NCO (numerical controlled oscillator) is made equal to that of the carrier channel to be 
monitored, and the low-pass filter is set consistent with the bandwidth of a single channel of the MF-
TDMA signal. After being down-converted to baseband, a D-times-decimation is performed for the 
computational efficiency. Finally, indicators of the single-channel TDMA signal are obtained in the 
demodulation module. 
In order to traverse each channel of the MF-TDMA signal, the monitoring receiver needs to tune the 
frequency of the local oscillator (by the Sweep Control module in Fig. 2). However, in theory, there is 
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possibility that the sweep receiver miss interference as illustrated in Fig. 3: the hazard in channel fb may 
be missed if the frequency of NCO differs at the exact moment.  
 
Fig. 2. Single sweep receiver structure 
Fig. 3. Example of a missed hazard 
2.2. Channelized Receiver 
The theory of channelized receiver has radically solved the vulnerability of the sweep receiver. The 
essential idea is to divide the broadband signal into several sub-bands with a bank of band-pass filters [3]. 
No matter which channel does the signal come from, the receiver will intercept it in time. The 
channelized receiver can be accomplished by paralleling of single-channel receivers, as shown in Fig. 4. 
In the diagram we notice that working frequency of the low-pass filter bank is equal to the sampling 
rate of A/D converter, which lead to enormous computational cost: on one hand, because of the high 
bandwidth of MF-TDMA signal, the sampling rate may reach more than 100MSPS, even using band-pass 
sampling; on the other hand, when the sampling rate is much higher than the bandwidth of a carrier 
channel, we need to design the low-pass filter with an extremely high order to achieve the desired 
filtering effect. Therefore, the computational efficiency will become the bottleneck in system design for 
such parallel channelized receiver, and hence will impact on the timeliness of the monitoring system. 
 
Fig. 4. Channelized receiver in parallel structure 
3. Receiver Model Based on Polyphase Structure 
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For demultiplexing signals with uniform bands, such as in MF-TDMA system, the polyphase structure 
is the least computational intensive, and hence the preferred choice [4].
In order to reduce the working frequency of the monitoring system, the received signal is ordinarily 
quadrature-sampled to be complex points. Consequently, polyphase-receiver model of complex signal is 
mainly discussed in this paper. Fig. 5 illustrates the channel partitioning for complex signal, and in both 
cases the normalized channel spacing is 2π/D [5]. From Fig. 5, the impulse response of the channelized 
filters can be deduced as: 
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in which ( )LPh n  represents the prototype low-pass filter, whose frequency response is 
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To be more precise, the radian frequency of each channel is given by 
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Fig. 5. Channel partitioning for complex signal 
3.1. Polyphase Structure of the Low-pass Filter 
The transfer function of the prototype low-pass filter can be expressed as [6]:
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Rearrange the impulse response ( )LPh n  into D rows, and (5) can be rewrote as 
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in which we assume N is an integer multiple of D, namely, N/D=Q (Q is an integer). If we use the 
abbreviation 
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we can represent the z-transform of filter ( )LPh n  in terms of polyphase structure: 
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3.2. Channelized Receiver Based on Polyphase Filter 
From Fig.4 we notice that the output of the kth channel is 
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If we define ( ) ( )pS m i S mD jD p− = − − , and ( ) ( )p LPh i h jD p= + , then we can get  
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Also, define 
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So that，
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in which ( ) ( ) ( )1 Dp j pp px m x m e π′ −  and DFT[•] represents the discrete Fourier transformation. Notice that, 
if D is an integer power of 2, the fast Fourier transformation (FFT) algorithm can be performed for 
computational efficiency. 
According to the above derivation, the structural model of the channelized receiver based on polyphase 
filter is drawn as in Fig. 6. 
 
Fig. 6. Channelized receiver in polyphase structure (complex signle)
4. Simulation and Implementation 
On the basis of the about analysis, we established the simulation model of the channelized monitoring 
receiver in MATLAB/SIMULINK, and series of simulations are conducted for the functional verification. 
In the simulation, we take an 8-channel MF-TDMA system as the target to be monitored. Fig. 7 shows the 
spectrum of the input MF-TDMA signal after being down-converted to zero-frequency as complex 
samples. Scheme of channel partitioning scheme is also illustrated in the figure. 
Fig. 7. Spectrum and channel partitioning for simulation
The transmitted signal in the simulation model is shaped by a square-root raised cosine filter. As a 
result, we need to design a match-filter at the receiver side with the same roll-off factor. The filter design 
tools in MATLAB/SIMULINK only offer raise-cosine filters with an odd number of stages with the form 
of 2M+1, where M is the number of symbols delay at the filter center tap. If we desire a filter with an 
even number of stages we have two choices [7]. The first is to accept the offered coefficients and discard 
the last one. Or secondly, design a filter with twice the number of stages and discard the odd indexed 
coefficients. Fig. 8 shows the impulse-response and the frequency-response of a 704-stage prototype filter 
which we designed by using the second policy. 
In order to evaluate the performance of the proposed monitoring receiver, we established a channelized 
receiver, and also a traditional sweep receiver as comparison, by software. For 704-stage prototype low-
pass filter, and the 8-channel MF-TDMA signal, the traditional receiver needs 8*704=5632 
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multiplications, while the polyphase receiver only requires 704+2*8+8log28=744 times of multiplication. 
As the results of actual measurement, the sweep receiver takes about 831ms to cover one single channel 
and 6647ms for the total 8 channels, while the polyphase receiver only takes 1030ms to finish all the 8 
channels. Obviously, the monitoring efficiency has been increased, and therefore it is in favour of the 
timeliness of the monitoring system. Fig. 9 illustrates the time-domain envelops obtained by the 
polyphase receiver. 
Fig. 8. Impulse-response and frequency-response of the 704-stage 
prototype low-pass filter 
Fig. 9. Result illustration of the software polyphase receiver 
5. Conclusion 
Based on the feature of the MF-TDMA signal, the insufficiency of the traditional monitoring receiver 
is analyzed in this paper. For the uniform-band signal, we introduce a new monitoring structure, namely, 
the polyphase receiver. Simulation results have proved that the proposed monitoring receiver is less 
computational intensive than the traditional one, and hence is more efficient and prone to realization. 
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